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(57) ABSTRACT 

Provided is system and method for controlling a fabrication 
cluster using at least one parameter of a structure measured 
With an optical metrology system designed and con?gured to 
meet one or more signal criteria. The design of the optical 
metrology system is optimized by using collected signal data 
in comparison to set one or more signal criteria. In one 
embodiment, the optical metrology system is used for stan 
dalone systems. In another embodiment, the optical metrol 
ogy system is integrated With a fabrication cluster in semi 
conductor manufacturing. At least one parameter determined 
from a signal measured using the optical metrology system is 
transmitted to a fabrication cluster. The at least one parameter 
is used to modify at least one process Variable or equipment 
setting of the fabrication cluster. 

Design an optical metroiogy system coupled 
to a fabrication cluster optimized to meet one 
or more signal criteria. 

Measure a structure with the designed 
optical metrology system. 

structure. 
Extract at least one profile parameter of the 

Transmit at least one profile parameter of the 
structure to the fabrication cluster. 

Adjust a process parameter and/or 
equipment setting of the fabrication ciuster 
based on the at least one profile parameter. 
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PROCESS CONTROL USING AN OPTICAL 
METROLOGY SYSTEM OPTIMIZED WITH 

SIGNAL CRITERIA 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] 1.Field 
[0002] The present application generally relates to the 
design of an optical metrology system to measure a structure 
formed on a workpiece, and, more particularly, to a method 
and apparatus to perform process control using an optical 
metrology system optimized to meet one or more signal cri 
teria. 
[0003] 2. RelatedArt 
[0004] Optical metrology involves directing an incident 
beam at a structure on a workpiece, measuring the resulting 
diffraction signal, and analyZing the measured diffraction 
signal to determine various characteristics of the structure. 
The workpiece can be a wafer, a substrate, photomask or a 
magnetic medium. In manufacturing of the workpieces, peri 
odic gratings are typically used for quality assurance. For 
example, one typical use of periodic gratings includes fabri 
cating a periodic grating in proximity to the operating struc 
ture of a semiconductor chip. The periodic grating is then 
illuminated with an electromagnetic radiation. The electro 
magnetic radiation that de?ects off of the periodic grating are 
collected as a diffraction signal. The diffraction signal is then 
analyZed to determine whether the periodic grating, and by 
extension whether the operating structure of the semiconduc 
tor chip, has been fabricated according to speci?cations. 
[0005] In one conventional system, the diffraction signal 
collected from illuminating the periodic grating (the mea 
sured diffraction signal) is compared to a library of simulated 
diffraction signals. Each simulated diffraction signal in the 
library is associated with a hypothetical pro?le. When a 
match is made between the measured diffraction signal and 
one of the simulated diffraction signals in the library, the 
hypothetical pro?le associated with the simulated diffraction 
signal is presumed to represent the actual pro?le of the peri 
odic grating. The hypothetical pro?les, which are used to 
generate the simulated diffraction signals, are generated 
based on a pro?le model that characteriZes the structure to be 
examined. Thus, in order to accurately determine the pro?le 
of the structure using optical metrology, a pro?le model that 
accurately characterizes the structure should be used. 
[0006] With increased requirement for throughput, 
decreasing siZe of the structures, smaller spot siZes, and lower 
cost of ownership, there is greater need to optimiZe design of 
optical metrology systems to meet one or more signal criteria. 
Characteristics of the signal such as signal intensity, signal 
to-noise ratio, and repeatability of diffraction signal measure 
ments are essential to meeting the increased requirement for 
throughput, smaller spot siZe, lower cost of ownership of the 
optical metrology system, and automated process control of 
critical dimensions of structures. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] Provided is system and method for controlling a 
fabrication cluster using at least one parameter of a structure 
measured with an optical metrology system designed and 
con?gured to meet one or more signal criteria. The design of 
the optical metrology system is optimiZed by using collected 
signal data in comparison to set one or more signal criteria. In 
one embodiment, the optical metrology system is used for 
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standalone systems. In another embodiment, the optical 
metrology system is integrated with a fabrication cluster in 
semiconductor manufacturing. At least one parameter deter 
mined from a signal measured using the optical metrology 
system is transmitted to the fabrication cluster. The at least 
one parameter is used to modify at least one process variable 
or equipment setting of the fabrication cluster. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0008] FIG. 1A is an architectural diagram illustrating an 
exemplary embodiment where an optical metrology system 
can be utiliZed to determine the pro?les of structures formed 
on a semiconductor wafer. 

[0009] FIG. 1B depicts an exemplary optical metrology 
system in accordance with embodiments of the invention. 
[0010] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for designing 
a metrology system for extracting structure pro?le param 
eters and controlling a fabrication process. 
[0011] FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for a system 
for extracting structure pro?le parameters using measure 
ments from the optical metrology system. 
[0012] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for optimiZ 
ing the design of an optical metrology system based on one or 
more signal criteria. 
[0013] FIG. 5 is an exemplary block diagram of a system to 
optimiZe the design of an optical metrology system using one 
or more signal criteria. 
[0014] FIG. 6 is an exemplary diagram of a dual light 
source subsystem comprising a deuterium lamp and xenon 
lamp light sources in an embodiment of the invention. 
[0015] FIG. 7A is an exemplary diagram of a detector sub 
system that includes a photodiode array while FIG. 7B is an 
exemplary diagram of a detector subsystem that includes a 
charge coupled device (CCD) array. 
[0016] FIG. 8 is an exemplary diagram of an optical metrol 
ogy system depicting points of measurements of the signal. 
[0017] FIG. 9 is an exemplary block diagram of a system 
for determining and utiliZing pro?le parameters for auto 
mated process and equipment control where the optical 
metrology tool was designed to meet one or more signal 
criteria. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] In order to facilitate the description of the present 
invention, a semiconductor wafer may be utiliZed to illustrate 
an application of the concept. The systems and processes 
equally apply to other workpieces that have repeating struc 
tures. The workpiece may be a wafer, a substrate, disk, or the 
like. Furthermore, in this application, the term structure when 
it is not quali?ed refers to a patterned structure. 
[0019] FIG. 1A is an architectural diagram illustrating an 
exemplary embodiment where optical metrology can be uti 
liZed to determine the pro?les or shapes of structures fabri 
cated on a semiconductor wafer. The optical metrology sys 
tem 40 includes a metrology beam source 41 projecting a 
metrology illumination beam 43 at the target structure 59 of a 
wafer 47. The metrology beam 43 is projected at an incidence 
angle 6 towards the target structure 59. The diffracted detec 
tion beam 49 is measured by a metrology beam receiver 51. A 
measured diffraction signal 57 is transmitted to a processor 
53. The processor 53 compares the measured diffraction sig 
nal 57 against a simulator 60 of simulated diffraction signals 
and associated hypothetical pro?les representing varying 
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combinations of critical dimensions of the target structure 
and resolution. The simulator can be either a library that 
consists of a machine learning system, pre-generated data 
base and the like (this is library system), or on demand dif 
fraction signal generator that solves the Maxwell equation for 
a giving pro?le (this is regression system). In one exemplary 
embodiment, the diffraction signal generated by the simulator 
60 instance best matching the measured diffraction signal 57 
is selected. The hypothetical pro?le and associated critical 
dimensions of the selected simulator 60 instance are assumed 
to correspond to the actual cross-sectional shape and critical 
dimensions of the features of the target structure 59. The 
optical metrology system 40 may utiliZe a re?ectometer, an 
ellip someter, or other optical metrology device to measure the 
diffraction beam or signal. An optical metrology system is 
described in US. Pat. No. 6,913,900, entitled GENERATION 
OF A LIBRARY OF PERIODIC GRATING DIFFRAC 
TION SIGNAL, issued on Sep. 13, 2005, Which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety. 
[0020] Simulated diffraction signals can be generated by 
applying MaxWell’s equations and using a numerical analysis 
technique to solve MaxWell’s equations. It should be noted 
that various numerical analysis techniques, including varia 
tions of rigorous coupled Wave analysis (RCWA), can be 
used. For a more detail description of RCWA, see US. Pat. 
No. 6,891,626, titled CACHING OF INTRA-LAYER CAL 
CULATIONS FOR RAPID RIGOROUS COUPLED-WAVE 
ANALYSES, ?led on Jan. 25, 2001, issued May 10, 2005, 
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
[0021] Simulated diffraction signals can also be generated 
using a machine learning system (MLS). Prior to generating 
the simulated diffraction signals, the MLS is trained using 
knoWn input and output data. In one exemplary embodiment, 
simulated diffraction signals can be generated using an MLS 
employing a machine learning algorithm, such as back 
propagation, radial basis function, support vector, kernel 
regression, and the like. For a more detailed description of 
machine learning systems and algorithms, see US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/ 608,300, titled OPTICAL METROL 
OGY OF STRUCTURES FORMED ON SEMICONDUC 
TOR WAFERS USING MACHINE LEARNING SYS 
TEMS, ?led on Jun. 27, 2003, Which is incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 
[0022] FIG. 1B shoWs an exemplary block diagram of an 
optical metrology system in accordance With embodiments of 
the invention. In the illustrated embodiment, an optical 
metrology system 100 can comprise a lamp subsystem 105, 
coupled to an illuminator subsystem 110. At least tWo optical 
outputs 111 from the illuminator subsystem 110 can be trans 
mitted to a selector subsystem 115. The selector subsystem 
115 can send at least tWo signals 116 to a beam generator 
subsystem 120. In addition, a reference subsystem 125 can be 
used to provide at least tWo reference outputs 126 to the beam 
generator subsystem 120. 
[0023] The optical metrology system 100 can comprise a 
?rst selectable re?ection subsystem 130 that can be used to 
direct at least tWo outputs 121 from the beam generator sub 
system 120 on a ?rst path 131 When operating in a ?rst mode 
“LOW AOI” or on a second path 132 When operating in a 
second mode “HIGH AOI”. When the ?rst selectable re?ec 
tion subsystem 130 is operating in the ?rst mode “LOWAOI”, 
at least tWo of the outputs 121 from the beam generator 
subsystem 120 can be directed to a ?rst re?ection subsystem 
140 as outputs 131, and at least tWo outputs 141 from the ?rst 
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re?ection subsystem can be directed to a high angle focusing 
sub system 145, When the ?rst selectable re?ection sub system 
130 is operating in the second mode “HIGH AOI”, at least tWo 
of the outputs 121 from the beam generator subsystem 120 
can be directed to a loW angle focusing subsystem 135 as 
outputs 132. Alternatively, other modes in addition to “LOW 
AOI” and “HIGH AOI” may be used and other con?gurations 
may be used. 

[0024] When the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
?rst mode “LOW AOI”, at least tWo of the outputs 146 from 
the high angle focusing subsystem 145 can be directed to the 
Wafer 101. For example, a high angle of incidence can be 
used. When the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
second mode “HIGH AOI”, at least tWo of the outputs 136 
from the loW angle focusing subsystem 135 can be directed to 
the Wafer 101. For example, a loW angle of incidence can be 
used. Alternatively, other modes may be used and other con 
?gurations may be used. 
[0025] The optical metrology system 100 can comprise a 
high angle collection subsystem 155, a loW angle collection 
subsystem 165, a second re?ection subsystem 150, and a 
second selectable re?ection subsystem 160. 
[0026] When the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
?rst mode “LOW AOI”, at least tWo of the outputs 156 from 
the Wafer 101 can be directed to the high angle collection 
subsystem 155. For example, a high angle of incidence can be 
used. In addition, the high angle collection subsystem 155 can 
process the outputs 156 obtained from the Wafer 101 and high 
angle collection subsystem 155 can provide outputs 151 to the 
second re?ection subsystem 150, and the second re?ection 
subsystem 150 can provide outputs 152 to the second select 
able re?ection subsystem 160. When the second selectable 
re?ection subsystem 160 is operating in the ?rst mode “LOW 
AOI” the outputs 152 from the second re?ection subsystem 
150 can be directed to the analyZer subsystem 170. For 
example, at least tWo blocking elements can be moved alloW 
ing the outputs 152 from the second re?ection subsystem 150 
to pass through the second selectable re?ection subsystem 
160 With a minimum amount of loss. 

[0027] When the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
second mode “HIGH AOI”, at least tWo of the outputs 166 
from the Wafer 101 can be directed to the loW angle collection 
subsystem 165. For example, a loW angle of incidence can be 
used. In addition, the loW angle collection subsystem 165 can 
process the outputs 166 obtained from the Wafer 1001 and loW 
angle collection subsystem 165 can provide outputs 161 to the 
second selectable re?ection subsystem 160. When the second 
selectable re?ection subsystem 160 is operating in the second 
mode “HIGH AOI” the outputs 162 from the second select 
able re?ection subsystem 160 can be directed to the analyZer 
subsystem 170. 
[0028] When the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
?rst mode “LOW AOI”, high incident angle data from the 
Wafer 101 can be analyZed using the analyZer subsystem 170, 
and When the metrology system 100 is operating in the second 
mode “HIGH AOI”, loW incident angle data from the Wafer 
101 can be analyZed using the analyZer subsystem 170. 
[0029] Metrology system 100 can include at least tWo mea 
surement subsystems 175. At least tWo of the measurement 
subsystems 175 can include at least tWo detectors such as 
spectrometers. For example, the spectrometers can operate 
from the Deep-Ultra-Violet to the visible regions of the spec 
trum. 
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[0030] The metrology system 100 can include at least two 
camera subsystems 180, at least two illumination and imag 
ing subsystems 182 coupled to at least two of the camera 
subsystems 180. In addition, the metrology system 100 can 
also include at least two illuminator subsystems 184 that can 
be coupled to at least two of the imaging subsystems 182. 
[0031] In some embodiments, the metrology system 100 
can include at least two auto-focusing subsystems 190. Alter 
natively, other focusing techniques may be used. 
[0032] At least two of the controllers (not shown) in at least 
two of the subsystems (105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 
140,145,150,155,160,165,170,175,180,182 and 190) can 
be used when performing measurements of the structures. A 
controller can receive real-signal data to update subsystem, 
processing element, process, recipe, pro?le, image, pattern, 
and/or model data. At least two of the subsystems (105, 110, 
115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145, 150, 155, 160, 165, 170, 
175, 180, 182 and 190) can exchange data using at least two 
Semiconductor Equipment Communications Standard 
(SECS) messages, can read and/or remove information, can 
feed forward, and/or can feedback the information, and/or 
can send information as a SECS message. 

[0033] Those skilled in the art will recogniZe that at least 
two of the subsystems (105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 
140,145,150,155,160,165,170,175,180,182 and 190) can 
include computers and memory components (not shown) as 
required. For example, the memory components (not shown) 
can be used for storing information and instructions to be 
executed by computers (not shown) and may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate information 
during the execution of instructions by the various computers/ 
processors in the metrology system 100. At least two of the 
subsystems (105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145, 150, 
155, 160, 165, 170, 175, 180, 185 and 190) can include the 
means for reading data and/or instructions from a computer 
readable medium and can comprise the means for writing 
data and/ or instructions to a computer readable medium. The 
metrology system 100 can perform a portion of or all of the 
processing steps of the invention in response to the comput 
ers/processors in the processing system executing at least two 
sequences of at least two instructions contained in a memory 
and/or received in a message. Such instructions may be 
received from another computer, a computer readable 
medium, or a network connection. In addition, at least two of 
the subsystems (105, 110, 115,120, 125,130, 135,140, 145, 
150,155,160,165,170,175,180,182 and 190) can comprise 
control applications, Graphical User Interface (GUI) compo 
nents, and/or database components. 
[0034] It should be noted that the beam when the metrology 
system 100 is operating in the ?rst mode “LOW AOI” with a 
high incident angle data from the wafer 101 all the way to the 
measurement subsystems 175, (output 166, 161, 162, and 
171) and when the metrology system 100 is operating in the 
second mode “HIGH AOI” with a low incident angle data 
from the wafer 101 all the way to the measurement sub 
systems 175, (output 156, 151, 152, 162, and 171) is referred 
to as diffraction signal(s). 

[0035] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for designing 
an optical metrology system for extracting structure pro?le 
parameters and controlling a fabrication process for semicon 
ductors. In this exemplary embodiment, the optical metrol 
ogy system is integrated in a semiconductor fabrication clus 
ter. In step 204, an optical metrology system coupled to a 
semiconductor fabrication cluster is designed to meet one or 
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more signal criteria. The fabrication cluster may be a lithog 
raphy, etch, cleaning, chemical-mechanical polishing fabri 
cation cluster, deposition cluster, or the like. The optical 
metrology system includes an optical metrology tool such as 
a spectroscopic re?ectometer, spectroscopic ellipsometer, 
hybrid optical device, and the like. The detail steps for design 
ing the optical metrology system are included in the descrip 
tion associated with the ?owchart in FIG. 4. 

[0036] Still referring to FIG. 2, in step 208, a structure is 
measured with the designed optical metrology system gener 
ating a diffraction signal. As mentioned above, the workpiece 
may be a wafer, a substrate, disk, photomask or the like. In 
step 212, at least one pro?le parameter of the structure is 
extracted from the measured diffraction signal using the sys 
tems and systems such as regression system, the library sys 
tem or machine learning systems system described above. In 
step 216, at least one pro?le parameter of the structure 
extracted is transmitted to the fabrication cluster. Extracted 
pro?le parameters may include critical dimensions such as 
bottom width, top width or sidewall angle of the structure. In 
step 220, at least one process parameter or equipment setting 
of the fabrication cluster is adjusted based on the transmitted 
pro?le parameters. 
[0037] FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for a system 
for extracting structure pro?le parameters using measure 
ments from the optical metrology system. In step 254, an 
optical metrology model is developed using the pro?le model 
of the structure and the designed optical metrology system. 
As mentioned above, the pro?le of the structure may be a 
simple line and space grating or a more complex group of 
repeating structures such as posts, contact holes, vias, or 
combinations of different shapes structures in a repeating 
pattern of unit cells. For a detailed description of modeling 
two-dimensional repeating structures, refer to US. patent 
application Ser. No. ll/061,303, OPTICAL METROLOGY 
OPTIMIZATION FOR REPETITIVE STRUCTURES, by 
Vuong, et al., ?led on Apr. 27, 2004, and is incorporated in its 
entirety herein by reference. The optical metrology model 
includes characteriZation of the illumination beam that is 
used to illuminate the structure and characteriZation of the 
detection beam diffracted from the structure. 

[0038] In step 258, a regression algorithm is developed to 
extract the pro?le parameters of the structure pro?le using 
measured diffraction signals. Typically, the regression algo 
rithm compares a series of simulated diffraction signals gen 
erated from a set of pro?le parameters where the simulated 
diffraction signal is matched to the measured diffraction sig 
nal until the matching criteria are met. For a more detailed 
description of a regression-based process, see US. Pat. No. 
6,785,638, titled SYSTEMAND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC 
LEARNING THROUGH A REGRESSION-BASED 
LIBRARY GENERATION PROCESS, ?led onAug. 6, 2001, 
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
[0039] In step 262, a library of pairs of simulated diffrac 
tion signals and pro?le parameters of the structure are gener 
ated. For a more detailed description of an exemplary library 
based process, see US. Pat. No. 6,943,900, titled 
GENERATION OF A LIBRARY OF PERIODIC GRATING 
DIFFRACTION SIGNALS, issued on Sep. 13, 2005, which 
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. In step 266, 
an MLS is trained using pairs of simulated diffraction signals 
and pro?le parameters. The trained MLS is con?gured to 
generate a set of pro?le parameters as output based on an 
input measured diffraction signal. For a more detailed 
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description of a generating and using a trained MLS, see US. 
Pat. No. 7,280,229, titled EXAMINING A STRUCTURE 
FORMED ON A SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER USING 
MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEMS, ?led on Dec. 3, 2004, 
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. In 
step 270, at least one pro?le parameter of the structure pro?le 
is determined using the regression algorithm, the library, the 
trained MLS. It should be noted that the steps described 
above, (254, 258, 262, 264, 268, and 270), apply to an optical 
metrology system in a fabrication cluster or to a standalone 
optical metrology system. 
[0040] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary ?owchart for optimiz 
ing the design of an optical metrology system based on 
achieving one or more signal criteria. In step 300, the range of 
capabilities of the optical metrology system is determined. 
The range of capabilities of the optical metrology system may 
include the types of Wafer applications that can be measured 
Which in turn determines the number of measurement beams 
and optical paths, the range of illumination angle of inci 
dence, number of measurement sites per Wafer, the number of 
measurements per site, and the like. For example, if an optical 
metrology system is designed to measure one-dimensional 
repeating structures comprising lines and spaces, tWo mea 
surement beams may be speci?ed and the illumination beam 
of incidence Would more likely use a ?xed angle of incidence. 
If an optical metrology system is designed to measure both 
one-dimensional repeating structures and complex tWo-di 
mensional repeating structures, tWo or more measurement 
beams With a range of illumination beam angles of incidence 
may be speci?ed. In step 304, an initial design of the optical 
metrology system is developed based on the range of capa 
bilities determined in the step 300. The initial design includes 
components of the optical metrology system comprising light 
sources, homogenizer to produce a uniform light spot, focus 
ing optics for the illumination beams and coating speci?ca 
tion for the focusing optics, polarizers for the illumination 
beams and detection beams, collecting optics for the detec 
tion beams, at least tWo detectors for measuring the diffrac 
tion signals and ef?ciency of the detector gratings, use of a 
nitrogen-purged system, a ?rst processor for converting the 
measured diffraction output to diffraction data, data storage 
for storing pro?le parameter extraction algorithms, libraries, 
or trained machine learning systems, and a second processor 
for extracting at least one parameter of the structure from the 
diffraction signal. Furthermore, the measured diffraction sig 
nal may be processed to increase the signal to noise ratio by 
using the ?rst processor and algorithms for minimizing sys 
tematic noise from the signal. For details on minimizing 
systematic noise from the signal, refer to US. application Ser. 
No. 12/018,028 titled “NOISE REDUCTION METROL 
OGY MODELS”, by Li, et al., ?led on Jan. 22, 2008, Which 
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
[0041] In step 308, a metrology signal model for the optical 
metrology system is developed. Components of the metrol 
ogy signal model comprise optical components that modify 
or alter the characteristics of the output signal from the device 
compared to the input signal into the device, namely, the 
optical component changes the intensity and/or phase of the 
signal, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or other characteris 
tics of the signal such as repeatability of the measurement. 
The optical components include the light sources that output 
the signal at an intensity based on the light source type and 
speci?cations, a beam homogenizer type and speci?cations, 
the focusing optics type and coating speci?cations, the type 
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and speci?cations of the polarizer on the illumination side, 
the type and speci?cations of the polarizer on the detection 
side, (also knoWn as analyzer), the focusing optics type and 
coating speci?cations on the detection side, e?iciency of the 
detector gratings, the type and speci?cations of the spectrom 
eter, use of a nitrogen-purged system, and other optical com 
ponents such as ?ip-in mirrors, collimating mirrors and the 
like. The metrology signal model can include the input signal 
intensity to an optical component and an algorithm or a func 
tion that determines the output signal intensity from the opti 
cal component. In other embodiments, the metrology signal 
model includes selected optical components along the optical 
path or all the optical components along the optical path that 
modify or alter the characteristics of the signal, from the light 
source to the spectrometer. 
[0042] For example, an element of the metrology signal 
model may include an input signal intensity of 100 joules to 
an illumination polarizer, an algorithm or function that deter 
mines the output signal, and the output signal coming out at 
37 to 40 joules based on the type and speci?cations of the 
polarizer. As mentioned above, in one embodiment, the 
metrology signal model includes the output signal intensity 
from the light source, a set of algorithms or functions that 
determine the output signal intensity for all the optical com 
ponents along the optical path, and the ?nal signal intensity 
output onto the spectrometer. For example, the output signal 
intensity from the light source may be 100 joules and the ?nal 
signal intensity output onto the spectrometer may be 2 joules 
after processing using the algorithms or functions for the 
optical components along the optical path. 
[0043] Referring to FIG. 4, in step 312, one or more signal 
criteria for each optical component that modify or alter the 
characteristics of the input signal into device compared to the 
output signal from the device are set. Based on the initial 
design of the optical metrology system developed in step 304, 
the type and speci?cations of the optical components are 
determined. For example, if the initial design called for an 
illumination angle of incidence of about 65 degrees from 
normal and use of re?ective optics to focus the illumination 
beam, the optical components that Would modify the signal 
includes the mirror for de?ecting the beam from the illumi 
nation polarizer and the set of focusing mirrors. The one or 
more signal criteria are set for the mirror to de?ect the beam 
from the illumination polarizer and also for each of the focus 
ing mirrors. In one embodiment, the one or more criteria can 
be set from the light source to the last optical component of 
the optical metrology system or prior to the spectrometer. As 
an example, if the light source starts With 100 joules, the one 
or more signal criteria may include the signal intensity input 
into the spectrometer. As mentioned above, the one or more 
signal criteria may include the signal intensity expressed in 
Watts per second or joules, the signal-to-noise ratio expressed 
as a number With noise as l, for example, a signal to noise 
ratio of 2000, and/ or repeatability of the signal measurements 
expressed as standard deviation from the mean, and the like. 
In other embodiments, the signal intensity may be expressed 
as optical energy according the formula: 

Optical energy?ntensityxCollection AreaxIntegration 
Time (1.1.0) 

[0044] Where Intensity is expressed in Watts/area, area is 
measured in square meters or square centimeters, Collec 
tion Area is measured in square meters or square centime 
ters, and Integration Time is measured in seconds. In still 
another embodiment, the one or more signal criteria may 
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include percentage ef?ciency of conversion of the input 
signal into optical component. For example, the signal 
intensity criterion set for illumination focusing optics may 
be an ef?ciency of conversion of input signal intensity to 
output signal intensity of 80% or better. 

[0045] In step 316, the signal data for each optical compo 
nent or the signal data at the end of a group of optical com 
ponents are collected. The signal data collected corresponds 
to the one or more signal criteria set in step 312, such as signal 
intensity or signal-to-noise ratio, and the like. Signal data for 
the optical components may be collected using a breadboard 
model of the optical metrology system or by using the vendor 
speci?cations for components speci?ed for the optical 
metrology system. In step 320, the output signal collected for 
each optical component and/or the signal collected at the end 
of the optical path are compared to their respective signal 
criterion. If the one or more signal criteria are not met after 
each optical component or if the one or more signal criteria 
are not met after a group of optical components or at the end 
of the optical path, in step 324, the design of the optical 
metrology system is modi?ed and steps 308, 312, 316, 320, 
and 324 are iterated until the one or more signal criteria are 

met. In another embodiment, only the one or more signal 
criteria at the end of the optical path or prior to the spectrom 
eter are set. The signal data at the end of the optical path or 
prior to the spectrometer are collected and compared to the 
overall one or more signal criteria. If the signal criteria are not 
met, in step 324, the design of the optical metrology system is 
modi?ed and steps 308, 312, 316, 320, and 324 are iterated 
until the one or more signal criteria are met. 

[0046] Modi?cation of the design of the of the optical 
metrology system can include selecting tWo or more light 
sources utiliZing different ranges of Wavelengths instead of 
utiliZing one light source, illuminating the structure at sub 
stantially the same spot With the tWo or more beams from the 
tWo or more light sources at the same time, measuring the tWo 
or more diffraction signals off the structure and using a sepa 
rate detector for each of the tWo or more diffraction signals 
instead of one detector; selecting an off-axis re?ectometer 
Wherein the angle of incidence of the illumination beam is 
substantially around 28 degrees instead of a normal or near 
normal angle of incidence; selecting an off-axis re?ectometer 
Wherein the angle of incidence of the illumination beam is 
substantially around 65 degrees instead of a near normal 
re?ectometer or instead of 28 degrees; or reducing the num 
ber of optical components needed to implement the design. In 
other embodiments, modi?cation of the design of the of the 
optical metrology system can include selecting a ?rst polar 
iZer in the illumination path and a second polariZer (or ana 
lyZer) in the detection path, Wherein the ?rst and second 
polariZers are con?gured to increase the signal to noise ratio 
of the illumination and detection beams respectively instead 
of regular polariZers or substituting the ?rst polariZer and the 
second polariZer With polariZers from another vendor, replac 
ing mirrors and focusing optics With different quality coat 
ings, replacement of diffractive optic With re?ective optics, 
and the like. 

[0047] Still referring to step 324, modi?cation of the design 
of the of the optical metrology system can also include using 
a selectable angle of incidence for the illumination beam to 
optimiZe accuracy of the diffraction measurement instead of 
a ?xed angle of incidence of the illumination beams; different 
design of the slits for beam control, higher ef?ciency grating 
and higher ef?ciency signal detector, con?gurable numerical 
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aperture for the focusing optics, light source, and the like. It is 
understood that any change in the design of the optical 
metrology system that can reduce the loss of signal intensity 
or increase the signal to noise ratio in the output signal, 
increase repeatability of signal measurement can be included 
in the list of design changes for step 324. 
[0048] FIG. 5 is an exemplary block diagram of a system 
500 to optimiZe the design of the optical metrology system to 
meet one or more signal criteria. The system 500 comprises 
an optical metrology signal model 504, an operating data 
collector 508, an optical breadboard prototype 512, and a 
model analyZer 516 are coupled to collect and optimiZe the 
signal performance of a particular design of the optical 
metrology system. The optical metrology signal model 504 
includes optical components of the optical metrology system 
that modify or alter the characteristics of the output signal 
from the component compared to the input signal. Included in 
the optical metrology signal model 504 are algorithms or 
functions for calculating the output signal from the input 
signal, using data about the optical components based on 
model vendor, and controllable variables available With the 
speci?c optical components. For example, the optical com 
ponent such as the illuminator or the focusing optics may 
have a con?gurable numerical aperture (NA) that can be 
varied based on the vendor speci?cations and depending on 
the NA con?gured for an application, the output signal from 
the optical component may be different. The optical bread 
board prototype 512 comprises optical metrology system 
components that are coupled to simulate the performance of 
the actual optical metrology system. In an optical breadboard 
prototype for an optical metrology system, as many of the 
actual optical components are utiliZed to test out the optical 
path and connections betWeen mechanical and electronic 
components. For example, the optical breadboard prototype 
may include a motion control subsystem (not shoWn) pro 
grammed to position the Wafer to the selected measurement 
sites, focusing subsystems in the illumination and detection 
optical paths, and a pattern recognition subsystem (not 
shoWn) to determine the orientation of the Wafer, Where the 
pattern recognition subsystem is coupled to the motion con 
trol subsystem. 
[0049] Referring to FIG. 5, the signal data 521 such as 
signal intensity or SNR from the light source measured in the 
optical breadboard prototype 512 is transmitted to the oper 
ating data collector 508. In addition, signal data from the 
vendors or historical signal data 531 for similar optical com 
ponents are input into the operating data collector 508, Where 
the collections of signal data 523 for the different optical 
components from the operating data collector 508 are further 
sent to the optical metrology signal model 504. The collec 
tions of signal data 523 is processed by the optical metrology 
signal model 504 to generate the signal data for each optical 
component or for a group of optical components, and/or 
generate the signal data 525 for last optical component in the 
optical path and transmit the signal data 525 to the model 
analyZer 516. The model analyZer 516 compares the calcu 
lated one or more signal criteria of the optical components, or 
for a group of optical components, and/or the last signal 
criteria 525 for all the optical components With the corre 
sponding set one or more signal criteria. Based the results of 
the comparison in the model analyZer 516, modi?cations to 
the optical metrology system design 527 are determined and 
transmitted to and/ or implemented in the optical breadboard 
prototype 512. 
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[0050] As mentioned above, modi?cation of the design of 
the of the optical metrology system can include selecting tWo 
or more light sources utiliZing different ranges of Wave 
lengths instead of utilizing tWo light sources With a similar 
range of Wavelengths, illuminating the structure at substan 
tially the same spot With the tWo or more beams from the tWo 
or more light sources at the same time, measuring the tWo or 
more diffraction signals off the structure and using a separate 
detector for each of the tWo or more diffraction signals instead 
of one light source; selecting an off-axis re?ectometer 
Wherein the angle of incidence of the illumination beam is 
substantially around 28 degrees instead of a normal or near 
normal angle of incidence; selecting an off-axis re?ectometer 
Wherein the angle of incidence of the illumination beam is 
substantially around 65 degrees instead of a near normal 
re?ectometer instead of 28 degrees; or reducing the number 
of optical components needed to implement the design. In 
other embodiments, modi?cation of the design of the of the 
optical metrology system can include selecting a ?rst polar 
iZer in the illumination path and a second polariZer (or ana 
lyZer) in the detection path, Wherein the ?rst and second 
polariZers are con?gured to increase the signal to noise ratio 
of the illumination and detection beams respectively instead 
of regular polariZers or substituting the ?rst polariZer and the 
second polariZer With polariZers from another vendor, replac 
ing mirrors and focusing optics With different quality coat 
ings, replacement of diffractive optic With re?ective optics, 
and the like. Additional modi?cation of the design of the of 
the optical metrology system can also include using a select 
able angle of incidence for the illumination beam to optimiZe 
accuracy of the diffraction measurement instead of a ?xed 
angle of incidence of the illumination beams; different design 
of the slits for beam control, higher ef?ciency grating and 
signal detector, con?gurable numerical aperture for the 
focusing optics, light source, and the like. 
[0051] The changes to the design of the optical breadboard 
prototype 512 are also incorporated in the operating data 
collector 508 and into the optical metrology signal model 
504. A neW set of signal measurements 521 from the optical 
breadboard prototype 512 and from vendor data 531 are input 
into the operating data collector 508 and transmitted to the 
optical metrology signal model 504, generating neW signal 
data to compare to the set one or more signal criteria. Changes 
to the design of the optical breadboard prototype 512, updates 
to the operating data collector 508 and to the optical metrol 
ogy signal model 504, and the series of processing in the 
model analyZer 516 are iterated until the one or more signal 
criteria are met. 

[0052] FIG. 6 is an exemplary diagram of a dual light 
source subsystem 600 comprising a deuterium lamp 604 and 
a xenon lamp 628 light sources in an embodiment of the 
invention. The deuterium lamp 604 emits an illumination 
beam through a condenser lens 608 and a spatial ?lter 612 
onto a parabolic mirror 616. The deuterium illumination 
beam 601 re?ected by the parabolic mirror 616 is directed to 
the mirror 620 through shutter 652 and on to the remainder of 
the optical path (not shoWn). Illumination from the xenon 
lamp 628 is re?ected by the spherical re?ector 624 through a 
condenser lens 632 into a homogeniZer 636. The xenon illu 
mination beam 602 is directed by parabolic mirror 640 
through the shutter 652 and on to the remainder of the optical 
path (not shoWn). Light from a spectral lamp 644 is also 
directed by a parabolic mirror 648 onto the remainder of the 
optical path (not shoWn). Other illumination beams may be 
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used in addition to deuterium illumination beam 601 and 
xenon illumination beam 602. As mentioned above, tWo or 
more illumination beams With different ranges Wavelengths 
may be used. Measurements conducted on the optical bread 
board prototype 512 in FIG. 5 can be done by inserting a 
photodetector (not shoWn) at any stage along the optical path 
of the deuterium illumination beam 601 at position AA for 
example and for the xenon illumination beam 602 at position 
BB in FIG. 6. 

[0053] FIG. 7A is an exemplary diagram of a detector sub 
system 700 that includes a photodiode array. The detection 
beam 701 passes through a pinhole 704 and is re?ected by a 
mirror 708 onto a collimating mirror 712 Which re?ects the 
collimated beam to a grating 716 that separates the detection 
beam into separate Wavelengths onto a focusing mirror 720, 
proceeds onto another mirror 724, passes through a ?lter 728 
and is directed to the photodiode array 732 Where the beam 
data is measured as signal intensity. Measurements con 
ducted on the optical breadboard prototype 512 in FIG. 5 can 
be done by inserting a photodetector (not shoWn) at any stage 
along the optical path of illumination beam 701 in FIG. 7A, 
for example at position CC. 
[0054] FIG. 7B is an exemplary diagram of a detector sub 
system 750 that includes a charge coupled device (CCD) 
array. The detection beam 751 passes through a pinhole 754 
and is re?ected by a mirror 758 onto a collimating mirror 762 
Which re?ects the collimated beam to a grating 766 that 
separates the detection beam into separate Wavelengths onto 
a focusing mirror 770, proceeds onto another mirror 774, 
passes through a ?lter 778 and is directed to the CCD array 
782 Where the beam data is measured as signal intensity. 
Measurements conducted on the optical breadboard proto 
type 512 in FIG. 5 can be done by inserting a photodetector 
(not shoWn) at any stage along the optical path of illumination 
beam 751, for example, in position DD in FIG. 7B. As men 
tioned above, tWo or more detection beams With different 
ranges Wavelengths measured each by a detector array may be 
used. 

[0055] FIG. 8 is an exemplary diagram of an optical metrol 
ogy system 800 depicting points of measurements of the 
signal. Optical metrology system 800 depicts a similar set of 
optical subsystems as those depicted in FIG. 1B. In addition, 
position BE in the optical path in FIG. 8 represents a point 
Where measurements With photodetectors (not shoWn) may 
be made in the illumination side Which can be the same 
position as positionsAA and BB in FIG. 6. Similarly, position 
FF in the optical path in FIG. 8 represents a point Where 
measurements With photodetectors (not shoWn) may be made 
in the detection side Which can be the same position as posi 
tions CC and DD in FIGS. 7A and 7B respectively. Measure 
ments at speci?c points along the optical path provide signal 
data for use in comparing against the set values of the one or 
more signal criteria. For example, the one or more signal 
criteria may include a signal intensity of 100 joules at point 
EE and at least 2 joules at point FF in FIG. 8. In another 
embodiment, the one or more signal criteria can include a 
signal intensity of 120 joules at point EE and at least 2 joules 
at point FF and a signal of 120 joules signal intensity to 0.10 
joules noise or SNR of 1,200 at point BE in FIG. 8. As 
mentioned above, the one or more signal criteria may be set at 
various points along the optical path or on speci?c optical 
components along the optical path such as the light source 
subsystem depicted in FIG. 6 or the detector subsystem 
depicted in FIGS. 7A and 7B. 
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[0056] FIG. 9 is an exemplary block diagram of a system 
900 for determining and utilizing pro?le parameters for auto 
mated process and equipment control Where the optical 
metrology tool Was designed to meet one or more signal 
criteria. System 900 includes a ?rst fabrication cluster 902 
and optical metrology system 904. System 900 also includes 
a second fabrication cluster 906. Although the second fabri 
cation cluster 906 is depicted in FIG. 9 as being subsequent to 
?rst fabrication cluster 902, it should be recogniZed that sec 
ond fabrication cluster 906 can be located prior to ?rst fabri 
cation cluster 902 in system 900 (e. g. and in the manufactur 
ing process How). 
[0057] A photolithographic process, such as exposing and/ 
or developing a photoresist layer applied to a Wafer, can be 
performed using ?rst fabrication cluster 902. Optical metrol 
ogy system 904 is similar to optical metrology system 40 of 
FIG. 1A. In one exemplary embodiment, optical metrology 
system 904 includes an optical metrology tool 908 and pro 
cessor 910. Optical metrology tool 908 is con?gured to mea 
sure a diffraction signal off of the structure. Processor 910 is 
con?gured to compare the measured diffraction signal mea 
sured by the optical metrology tool designed to meet one or 
more signal criteria to a simulated diffraction signal. As men 
tioned above, the simulated diffraction is determined using a 
set of pro?le parameters of the structure and numerical analy 
sis based on the MaxWell equations of electromagnetic dif 
fraction. In one exemplary embodiment, optical metrology 
system 904 can also include a library 912 With a plurality of 
simulated diffraction signals and a plurality of values of one 
or more pro?le parameters associated With the plurality of 
simulated diffraction signals. As described above, the library 
can be generated in advance; metrology processor 910 can 
compare a measured diffraction signal off a structure to the 
plurality of simulated diffraction signals in the library. When 
a matching simulated diffraction signal is found, the one or 
more values of the pro?le parameters associated With the 
matching simulated diffraction signal in the library is 
assumed to be the one or more values of the pro?le parameters 
used in the Wafer application to fabricate the structure. 

[0058] System 900 also includes a metrology processor 
916. In one exemplary embodiment, processor 910 can trans 
mit the one or more values of the one or more pro?le param 
eters to metrology processor 916. Metrology processor 916 
can then adjust one or more process parameters or equipment 
settings of the ?rst fabrication cluster 902 based on the one or 
more values of the one or more pro?le parameters determined 
using optical metrology system 904. Metrology processor 
916 can also adjust one or more process parameters or equip 
ment settings of the second fabrication cluster 906 based on 
the one or more values of the one or more pro?le parameters 
determined using optical metrology system 904. As noted 
above, fabrication cluster 906 can process the Wafer before or 
after fabrication cluster 902. In another exemplary embodi 
ment, processor 910 is con?gured to train machine learning 
system 914 using the set of measured diffraction signals as 
inputs to machine learning system 914 and pro?le parameters 
as the expected outputs of machine learning system 914. 
[0059] Although exemplary embodiments have been 
described, various modi?cations can be made Without depart 
ing from the spirit and/or scope of the present invention. For 
example, although light intensity Was primarily used to 
describe the embodiments of the invention, light intensity, 
phase change, and other signal characteristics may also be 
used. Furthermore, the elements required for the design of the 
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optical metrology system are substantially the same Whether 
the optical metrology system is integrated in a fabrication 
cluster or used in a standalone metrology setup. Therefore, 
the present invention should not be construed as being limited 
to the speci?c forms shoWn in the draWings and described 
above. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method of controlling a fabrication cluster using an 

optical metrology system, the optical metrology system con 
?gured to measure a structure on a Workpiece and con?gured 
to meet one or more signal criteria, the method comprising: 

developing an initial design for the optical metrology sys 
tem based on a determined range of capabilities of the 
optical metrology system; 

developing a metrology signal model for the optical 
metrology system, the optical metrology system com 
prising optical components along an optical path; 

selecting one or more signal criteria for the optical metrol 
ogy system; 

collecting signal data for each optical component; 
if one or more calculated signal criteria derived from the 

collected signal data do not match a set of one or more 

signal criteria, modifying the initial design of the optical 
metrology system and iterating the developing of the 
metrology signal model, selecting one or more neW sig 
nal criteria, collecting neW signal data and performing a 
neW comparison of the neW calculated one or more sig 
nal criteria to the set of signal one or more criteria until 
there is a neW match of one or more of the neW calculated 

signal criteria to the set one or more of signal criteria; 
measuring the structure on the Workpiece using the initial 

design of the optical metrology system; 
extracting one or more pro?le parameters of the structure; 
transmitting at least one pro?le parameter of the structure 

to the fabrication cluster, the fabrication cluster having 
process parameters and equipment settings; and 

adjusting at least one process parameter and/ or equipment 
setting of the fabrication cluster based on at least one 
pro?le parameter of the structure. 

2. The method for claim 1 Wherein the Workpiece is a Wafer 
in a semiconductor application. 

3. The method for claim 2 Wherein a range of capabilities of 
the optical metrology system comprises measurement of line 
and space repeating structures, tWo dimensional repeating 
structures, complex repeating structures comprising posts, 
contact holes, vias, islands, and concave or convex three 
dimensional structures, or combinations of tWo or more 
thereof. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein the one or more signal 
criteria comprise a signal intensity criterion. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the one or more signal 
criteria comprise a signal to noise ratio (SNR) criterion and/or 
a repeatability of a measurement criterion. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the one or more signal 
criteria comprise a signal intensity criterion or a signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) criterion or repeatability of measurement 
criterion or any combination of tWo or more thereof. 

7. The method of claim 6 Wherein the signal intensity 
criterion includes a minimum signal intensity input into a 
spectrometer of the optical metrology system of 2 joules, the 
SNR criterion includes a target of 2000 or higher, and a 
repeatability of a measurement criterion is equal to or less 
than a 3-sigma of 4 nanometers or less. 
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8. The method of claim 6 wherein the signal intensity 
criterion selected for illumination focusing optics of the opti 
cal metrology system includes an ef?ciency of conversion of 
input signal intensity to output signal intensity of 80% or 
better. 

9. The method of claim 1 Wherein the collecting signal data 
includes using signal data measured in a breadboard proto 
type of the optical metrology system or using data from 
vendors of the optical components used. 

10. The method of claim 1 Wherein modifying the initial 
design of the optical metrology system includes using tWo or 
more light sources utiliZing different ranges of Wavelengths. 

11. The method of claim 1 Wherein modifying the initial 
design of the optical metrology system includes using a sepa 
rate detector for each of the tWo or more diffraction signals. 

12. The method of claim 1 Wherein modifying the initial 
design of the optical metrology system includes selecting a 
?rst polariZer in an illumination path and a second polariZer in 
a detection path, Wherein the ?rst and second polariZers are 
con?gured to increase the signal to noise ratio of the illumi 
nation path and the detection path respectively. 

13. The method for claim 1 Wherein the Workpiece is a 
Wafer in a semiconductor application and Wherein the optical 
metrology system is integrated in the fabrication cluster. 

14. The method for claim 1 Wherein the Workpiece is a 
Wafer in a semiconductor application and the optical metrol 
ogy system is part of a standalone metrology device. 

15. A system for controlling a fabrication cluster using an 
optical metrology system, the optical metrology system 
designed to meet one or more signal criteria, the system 
comprising: 

an optical metrology signal model for the optical metrol 
ogy system, the optical metrology system designed to 
measure structures on a Workpiece and having an optical 
path including optical components, the optical metrol 
ogy signal model con?gured based on an initial design 
of the optical metrology system, the initial design based 
on a range of determined capabilities of the optical 
metrology system, and con?gured to store for each opti 
cal component in the optical path a corresponding func 
tion that determines output signal characteristics based 
on input signal characteristics; 

an operating data collector con?gured to collect signal data 
from input sources and associate the collected signal 
data to a criterion of the one or more signal criteria; and 

a model analyZer con?gured to develop and store the initial 
design of the optical metrology system, compare calcu 
lated one or more signal criteria using the collected 
signal data With one or more signal criteria set from input 
sources, and if the calculated one or more signal criteria 
do not match a set of one or more signal criteria, to 
determine and implement design modi?cations of the 
optical metrology system, and iterate the steps of updat 
ing the optical metrology signal model With the design 
modi?cations, collecting neW signal data With the oper 
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ating data collector, and performing a neW comparison 
of neW collected signal data to the set one or more signal 
criteria until a neW calculated one or more signal criteria 
matches one or more of the set one or more signal crite 

ria; 
an optical metrology system manufactured using the initial 

design and all subsequent design modi?cations gener 
ated by the model analyZer, the optical metrology sys 
tem con?gured to measure a structure on the Workpiece, 
the Workpiece having pro?le parameters and con?gured 
to determine a pro?le parameter using a pro?le extrac 
tion methodology; and 

a metrology processor con?gured to transmit at least one 
pro?le parameter determined by the optical metrology 
system, Wherein the fabrication cluster has process 
parameters and equipment settings, and is con?gured to 
received the transmitted at least one pro?le parameter 
from the metrology processor and to adjust at least one 
process parameter and/or equipment setting of the fab 
rication cluster based on the at least one pro?le param 
eter of the structure. 

16. The system of claim 15 Wherein the Workpiece is a 
Wafer in a semiconductor application. 

17. The system of claim 15 Wherein developing the metrol 
ogy signal model comprises developing a function for at least 
one optical component in the optical path that includes input 
signal intensity and corresponding output signal intensity 
determined based on the input signal intensity and type and 
speci?cations of the optical component. 

18. The system of claim 15 Wherein the one or more signal 
criteria comprise a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) criterion and/ 
or repeatability of measurement criterion. 

19. The system of claim 15 Wherein the one or more signal 
criteria comprise a signal intensity criterion or a signal-to 
noise ratio (SNR) criterion or repeatability of measurement 
criterion or any combination of tWo or more thereof. 

20. The system of claim 15 Wherein modifying the initial 
design of the optical metrology system includes: 

using tWo or more light sources utiliZing different ranges of 
Wavelengths instead of utiliZing one light source; and/or 

using a separate detector for each of the tWo or more 
diffraction signals instead of one detector; and/ or 

selecting a ?rst polariZer in an illumination path and a 
second polariZer in a detection path, Wherein the ?rst and 
second polariZers are con?gured to increase the signal to 
noise ratio of the illumination path and the detection 
path respectively; and/or 

using a selectable angle of incidence for at least one illu 
mination beam, or using a higher ef?ciency grating, or 
using a higher ef?ciency signal detector, or using an 
environment purged With nitrogen gas, or any combina 
tion of tWo or more thereof to optimiZe accuracy of a 
diffraction measurement. 

* * * * * 


